We have performed accurate quantum mechanical calculations for the coplanar H + H 2 exchange reaction, using sufficient rotational and vibrational basis functions in the close-coupling expansion to ensure convergence. We repeated these calculations with a converged rotational basis set but with only one vibrational basis function, in analogy to what Saxon and Light 1 and Wolken and Karplus, 2 respectively, did for the similar coplanar and three dimensional reaction. The vibrationally converged and one-vibration results differ substantially for the coplanar as well as the collinear reaction, indicating the crucial role played by virtual vibrational channels.
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To solve the Schrodinger equation for the coplanar reaction, we first integrated the appropriate coupled equations into the interaction region from each of the three arrangement channel regions, using an extension of the method developed by Kuppermann. 3 The resulting solutions were then smoothly matched on three conveniently chosen surfaces in configuration S{>ace. The R matrix and other asymptotic quantities were then obtained.
Calculations for the Porter-Karplus surface 4 using 4 or 5 vibrations and 10 or 12 rotations per vibration for a total of 40 to 60 channels yielded reaction probabilities that change by less than 2%-5% as additional vibrational or rotational basis functions are added, over the total energy range 0. 30-0.60 eV. Without forcing orthogonalization at any time, the results satisfy conservation of flux to 0. 5% or better and time reversal invariance to 6% or better. The calculations were repeated using the same number of rotations but only one vibration, and introducing an appropriate vibrational orthogonalization.
The resulting total reaction cross sections a~ are plotted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) and show differences between the vibrationally converged and one-vibration results greater than 3 orders of magnitude at low energies. The ratio of the one-vibration to vibrationally converged ortho-para rate constants is 3. 15 at 300 oK and 532 at 100°K.
Using the method developed previously, 3 we calculated the collinear converged 5 and one-vibration reaction probabilities for the same potential energy surface. The ratios of the coplanar to collinear cross sections are plotted in Fig. l(c) . Although these cross sections vary individually by about 12 orders of magnitude over the energy range considered, their ratios vary by less than 2 orders of magnitude, indicating a remarkably similar energy dependence. Virtual vibrational channels are furthermore about equally important in the collinear 6 and coplanar H + H 2 reaction. This will probably still be the case for this system in three dimensions as well as for other reactions.
We have also calculated the reactive, inelastic, and antisymmetrized differential cross sections for coplanar H + H 2
• Contrary to the results of Saxon and Light 1 our reactive differential cross sections show only backward peaking in both the one-vibration and vibrationally converged results. In addition, we find no evidence for a quasiselection rule governing the reaction probabilities similar to the ortho-ortho and para-para nonreactive selection rule. We were able to artificially produce such a reactive quasiselection rule using matching procedures in which incorrect symmetry restrictions were placed on the matched wavefunctions. 7 The inelastic cross sections are generally backward or sideward peaked and exhibit no fine oscillatory structure. Quantum symmetry oscillations resulting from interference between the direct and exchange amplitudes characterize some ortho-ortho and para-para antisymmetrized differential cross sections at total energies greater than 0. 5e V.
In conclusion, virtual vibrational channels play a central role in the collinear and coplanar H + H 2 reaction, and probably in the three dimensional one and in many other reactions. Therefore, the results of calculations using only open vibrational channels must be used with great caution. Once those virtual channels are included in a close-coupling reactive scattering calculation and convergence ascertained, a wealth of detailed physically meaningful information is obtained against which a variety of dynamical models can be tested. Work along these lines is proceeding in this laboratory.
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